5 Steps

to Bringing Your Book to Life

1. Set the Goal:

3. Develop the Content:

Publishing your book is a collaborative process that will
begin with a half day planning session. As the author,
you will be joined by the writer, a representative from
our senior management and others mutually agreed
upon. Together, we will discuss and identify up to three
different book ideas. We will create an initial outline of
how we might work together to develop them.

We look to four primary resources when we develop
book content.

We will discuss the intended audience and the value
for the reader. If we agree there is potential, we will
create an action plan for next steps. You will receive a
synopsis for up to three books within two weeks.

2. Choose the Topic:
Our recommendation will present the pros and cons of
each approach. The final choice will belong to you.
Just as any business needs a focus, the same goes
for your book. Guiding this conversation has two
fundamental questions:
• Is the topic consistent with the vision of what you
want your book to accomplish?
• Is the topic one that will position you or your
company as truly distinctive?

• Your experience and expertise.
• Source materials you provide such as speeches,
transcripts from panel discussions, papers
presented, descriptions of best practices and so on.
• Access to your network of contacts – key employees,
customers, vendors, industry leaders and perhaps
even respected competitors – to provide us with
the anecdotal background that really makes a
book interesting.
• Our own resourcefulness in identifying and pursuing
additional information – publications, trend analyses,
market research, etc.
There are several things you can expect from us during
the content phase.
• We will work with you to keep the project
on-schedule.
• We will constantly be looking to assure that
the reader will understand what you intend.
• We will solicit your candid feedback,
including criticism.
• We will push back along the way to make certain
every aspect of the book will be seen as both
interesting and credible.
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For more information or a quote
Please contact Publisher Dustin S. Klein at
dsklein@sbnonline.com or (440) 250-7026 to determine
how Smart Business can help take your ideas and
transform them into a book…and much more.
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4. Gain Distribution:

5.	Market Your Book:

A company can develop a great product, but
that product has no value unless it gets into the
marketplace. The same can be said about a book.
Nobody benefits from a book if they can’t find a copy.

Depending on your topic, we have the capability to bring
a vast array of marketing services to this phase. You
can expect to receive a marketing and public relations
recommendation.

We have established relationships that assure
your book gets noticed. We take care of all of the
registrations for your book which include:

In most instances authors choose to execute some
marketing tactics through their own companies and ask
Smart Business Books to undertake others. We will help
as much or as little as you choose.

• ISBN number for both printed and eBook formats
• Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN)
• Copyright Registration, which you will own.

Mal Mixon left an obscure Oklahoma

“At a time when the essence of our national identity is being questioned and the very
fabric of our society seems to be in transition, Mal Mixon presents us with his life story,
which evokes in the reader what is now called a ‘wow moment.’ We are reminded
that Mal Mixon and America together grew up, were successful, and inspired millions
around the world. The man and the country achieved greatness because of solid roots
in timeless values . . . family, patriotism, hard work, courage and responsibility for one’s
successes and, occasionally, one’s failures. Readers, prepare to be inspired!”

farming town in 1958 to make something
of himself. Little did he know then that he
would graduate from Harvard, survive the
strife of the Vietnam War, obtain an MBA
from Harvard Business School and go on
to build the world’s leading manufacturer
and distributor of wheelchairs and home
health care equipment – Invacare – using
a “Yes, you can” philosophy. A successful
investor many times over and a dedicated
philanthropist, he and his wife Barbara live
in Cleveland, Ohio.

Dennis Seeds is managing editor for

Smart Business Network, publishers of
Smart Business, the nation’s second-largest
chain of regional business publications. He
has written for more than 12 publications
and websites. A graduate of Bowling Green
State University, he lives in Lakewood, Ohio,
with his wife Sue.

– Gen. James L. Jones, USMC, 32nd Commandant of the Marine Corps (1999-2003),
and commander, United States European Command and Supreme Allied Commander
Europe (2003-06)

“Mal Mixon has written a book that will inspire and instruct young entrepreneurs,
seasoned executives, students who aspire to own and run their own businesses and
anyone who is facing life-threatening adversity. It is a profound story.
– Richard Osborne, professor of entrepreneurship, Case Western Reserve University
Weatherhead School of Management

“Mal Mixon tells the splendid tale of his journey from an Oklahoma boyhood to the
pinnacle of American business. We see his patriotism, compassion and the strength
of his small-town values. His life, adventures and achievements are a great American
success story and a lasting example of real leadership.”
– Dr. Floyd Loop, renowned heart surgeon and former CEO of the
world-famous Cleveland Clinic
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We will deliver an agreed-upon quantity of either
hard or soft cover books to you to use directly with
employees, customers, opinion leaders and other
important stakeholders.

BY MAL MIXON WITH DENNIS SEEDS

Your book can be formatted for hard cover, soft cover
or for eBook distribution on devices such as Kindle,
Nook or smart phones. You will have an account
through Amazon Direct. All book net proceeds and
royalties will go directly into your bank account. We do
not take any royalties.
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An essential link in distribution is to create an
Amazon Seller Account that assures any registered AnAmerican
Journey
Amazon seller can market your book in any format.
Charges for this by Amazon are very low.

American
Journey
By Mal

Mixon

with Dennis Seeds

$24.95 U.S.

Mal Mixon was at a period in his life
when he was disappointed. He had worked
hard, and felt he hadn’t made any money.
He kept questioning his life. While obviously
no slouch for having toughed out a stint in
the Vietnam War as a Marine and having
graduated from Harvard Business School
with honors, he felt he wanted something
more than a dead-end managerial position.
Mixon finally told his wife he just would like
to have a company that was his own.
He decided to take a risk and – feeling
he could succeed – used all his personal
savings of $10,000 and assembled a
leveraged $7.8 million buyout of Invacare, a
weakened subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson
that made wheelchairs. While growing
Invacare’s sales from $19 million to almost
$2 billion, Mixon became a highly successful
investor, a dedicated philanthropist and an
advocate for health care.
In An American Journey, Mixon explains why
who you are is really a collection of your
life’s experiences: If you are curious about
things and like people, it will do a lot to
develop yourself professionally. It did for
Mixon. Along with his “can do” attitude, he
pulled himself out of obscurity, got his MBA
from Harvard Business School, survived
service in the Vietnam War, was triumphant
over cancer and a stroke, and built an
impressive investment history of 100 deals
and a record of giving back.
Here is how he accomplished it all, and how
you can be inspired to rise up from humble
origins to be a successful entrepreneur.
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